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1 Context  

The work consists in analyze the tasks of two morticians from two different morgues 
in Florianopolis: the first municipal (A) and the second private (B). This is a qualita-
tive research that uses different complementary methods. The results are comparative, 
with focus in the relationship between environment X user X task. Are proposed im-
provements for the ambience, postural corrections and reduction of the psychological 
and emotional loads.  
 
The necessity of researching about this theme comes from the substantiation that exist 
too few studies in this area. Is a fact that the occupation of the morticians is compost 
by tasks that demand physical and psychological efforts being necessary a study about 
their work conditions.  

2 Method 

A qualitative approach and complementary techniques has been used, so as: biblio-
graphical revision, exploratory visits, inquisition - using not structured and semi-
structured interviews -, unsystematic observation and anthropometric analysis.  
 
Through the exploratory visits, was defined the cemeteries that would be researched. 
The bibliographical review was centered in the main concepts used for the analysis, in 
the normative of the profession and in the normative for the regulation of the built 
environment. During the exploratory visits, was conducted a physical and a photo-
graphic survey. Interviews were conducted with the director and with the mortician 
from both morgues. Through the observations, has been make a behavioral analysis. 
Finally, the anthropometrical analysis was use to evaluate the physical efforts in each 
of the main work postures.  
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3 Results  

The analysis and the discussion of the results are centered in the key themes: the 
building environment, the user, the task, the fluxes, behavior analysis, anthropometri-
cal analysis, and, in the end, recommendations.  
 
About the building environment, the morgue A is seated in the central of obits of the 
town with many others morgues. The morgue B belongs to a private cemetery. The 
morgue A has almost twice the constructed area that the morgue B and has twice the 
number of employees. Has been considered one worker of each morgue; both has 
background specific for the mortician work. The worker A is 1,80m of high and the 
worker B is 1,73m high.  
 
In the field of behavior psychology, relative to the appropriation, was detected differ-
ences in the occupation of the spaces. The physical components have been analyzed 
from the ANVISA norms and from the elements of the built environment, considering 
aspects as: healthy, work security, environment comfort and stimulus.  
 
From the description of the tasks, was draw a flowsart for each morgue, considering 
the available technologies. Has been notice that similarities exists between the tasks 
performed; however, the flowsart of the tasks is different because of the crane for the 
matter (body) suspension, existent only in the morgue B.  
 
Through the special displacement, has been detected big distances in both morgues, 
being necessary an approximation of the tools to the main permanence place of the 
user.  
 
For porpoises of behavior analysis, users were asked about their muscular pains and 
about weariness; both haven’t present serious complaints. The user B mentioned dif-
ficulties of working with a fat person bodies; this fact haven’t been mentioned by the 
user A, because of the crane.  
 
About the valuation of the profession by customers and society, the user A perceives 
the profession as undervalued, while the user B, well valued. Both expressed satisfac-
tion over the work, with is further emphasized by the user B.  
 
Regarding the emotional charge generated by the environment situation, the users 
presented the same answers. Both pointed that the hardest task is to prepare a child’s 
or a someone’s known body. It was evident that users develop skills to avoid emo-
tional involvement with clients. The increased pressure suffered by the users is to 
remain impartial, calm and patient with the clients that are emotionally distempered. 
It is confirmed that the emotional and psychological factors has stronger interference 
compared to the ergonomic factors. Also is confirmed that the level of environmental 
comfort is related to the previous experiences.  
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With the anthropometrical evaluation was verified that the postures for carrying out 
activities force specially the lumbar region; dorsum-lumbar and superior members. 
The main differences is in the posture 01: suspension of the body, in witch the user A 
doesn’t make any effort, while the user B has to make physical efforts and needs help 
from other person.  
 
From the point of view of ergonomics, the users didn’t present any complaints; 
meanwhile, the researchers perceived many items to be improved relative to the draw-
ing and disposition of the furniture. Is suggested for both morgues the organization 
for an important reduction of the displacements to propitiate a better circulation of the 
users during the activities. Is recommended, for both morgues, the installation of a 
thrasher for displacement of the matter while suspended in the crane, that also will 
simplify the flowsart of activities. Finally are proposed supports for the feet and for 
standing postures.  
 
Regarding the environmental psychology and the behavioral prospects, are suggested 
chances for the spaces that afford pleasant sensations to the users. Is propose an inte-
gration between the internal and external environment through the use of natural ele-
ments, to reduce the sensation of claustral confinement and to offer visual and mental 
rest.  

 

4 Conclusions  

The interviews demonstrated a complete satisfaction of the user relative to the envi-
ronment and there are no complains about pains and physical discomforts. Those 
dates go against the anthropometrical analysis made by the researchers, where has 
been detected many irregularities. The main difficulty about the ergonomic factor is 
seated in the fact that the furniture doesn’t allow regulations. That’s necessary if we 
consider that the furniture can be used bay different people.  
 
Was contacted that the emotional and psychological factor, in both cases, is an ele-
ment of interference most important than the ergonomic factors. For this sampling, is 
possible to infer that the difference between public and private has no significant 
influence in the build environment or in the furniture. Is important to detach that in 
the room B (public) there is a dominion, affection and affectivity relationship, while 
in the room A, the relationship is impersonal and ephemeral. Was perceived that as 
more the user develops affection to the room, more sensitive becomes about the issue 
of preparing the bodies and more recognized the work becomes from the part of the 
clients. From the point of view of the researches is questionable if the rigidity of the 
imposed normative would be the reason for the estrangement of the relation of appro-
priation between user and environment. The work brought questions that can bring 
themes for complementary researches.  
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